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Project Title: Spider-Man: Into the Spiderverse
I would like to build a multi-page website about the 2018 animated film Spider-Man: Into the
Spiderverse. I think it would be best to have a navigation bar at the top of the site that scrolls
with the page. I would also like for the general design of the site to match that of the film, which
is heavily inspired by superhero comic books and urban street art.
•

•

•

Home page (overview)
o Gives basic context for the film and its production
o Text can be taken from the opening section of the Wikipedia article
No need to include everything! It would be too much and too repetitive
o Allow for viewers to familiarize themselves with the general premise and focus of
the movie
o Provide an instant sense of the film’s visual stylings
o Links to other pages available within the text for really easy navigation (maybe)
Plot
o Body copy comes from section of the same title on Wikipedia
If this seems like too much, let me know- we can definitely work with a
summary or shortened text
o Make sure to include a spoiler warning at the top!!
o Feature a few screencaps dispersed in relevant locations
I can provide these if necessary!
Characters & Cast
o See “Cast” section on Wikipedia
o Just a simple list with descriptions
I’m currently hoping for pictures of all the characters, but we can bump
that down to just major characters if need be
o Focus on the characters rather than their voice actors
o Characters to include:
Miles Morales/Spider-Man (Shameik Moore)
Peter B. Parker/Spider-Man (Jake Johnson)
Gwen Stacy/Spider-Woman (Hailee Steinfeld)
Jefferson Davis (Brian Tyree Henry)
Wilton Fisk/Kingpin (Liev Schreiber)
Aaron Davis/Prowler (Mahershala Ali)
Spider-Man Noir (Nicolas Cage)
Peni Parker/SP//dr (Kimiko Glenn)
Peter Porker/Spider-Ham (John Mulaney)
May Parker (Lily Tomlin)
Olivia Octavius/Doc Ock (Kathryn Hahn)
Mary Jane Watson (Zoë Kravitz)

•

•

•

Rio Morales (Luna Lauren Velez)
Peter Parker/Spider-Man (Chris Pine)
Animation and Design
o See the subsection of the same name under “Production”
No need to include every chunk of text here- pull out things that are
particularly relevant to comic book styling and unique animation effects
o Also include some images as examples
Gifs would be cool but I’m not really sure how to incorporate them with
what we know? I’ll leave that up to your skill level
o I want it to be obvious how much this film really innovated within the fairly
stagnant medium of animation!
Accolades
o Don’t worry about this page if you don’t have time!
o Pull out some notable/interesting quotes from the “Reception” section of the
article
o Definitely doesn’t need to be as in-depth as the other pages, more just fun facts
about how well the film has been received
Sources
o Exactly what it says :)
o Wikipedia, images, etc etc etc

